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Abundance: Abound derives from the Latin for wave. 
Abundance is the wave or vibration that you allow to flow 
through your body. When holding higher vibrations, you are 
abundantly kind, gentle, loving and creative. When holding 
lower vibrations, you are abundantly sad, fearful, angry and 
destructive. The universe supports your vibrations 
abundantly. 

Adolescence: Addle essence. When your true essence 
is suppressed in childhood, it sits in your cells rotting angrily 
until its hormonal expression at adolescence. 

Adult: An adulterated child. Youth in its adulterated form, 
carrying passions and burning desires within your cellular 
memory. Operates from lower belief patterns and beta rays, 
giving your power away just like a depleting battery.

Age: Age = -a + G = not G. G is Gamma, the highest 
vibration in the electromagnetic spectrum. It is the vibration 
that fosters youth. Any vibration less than gamma promotes 
aging. 

Age: Earthy mask of illusion. 

Ancestor: Literally means ‘to go before or precede’. 
Therefore your ancestors are simply those patterns of belief 
and behavior that have preceded the patterns you currently 
store in your cells. 

Ancestral Thread: The line of succession through 
which your family beliefs have travelled on their cellular 
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journey of cleansing throughout evolution.

Ancient: Literally means from before. So the ancient 
secrets are simply the memories from the past that are 
hiding in your cells waiting to be forgiven...your family 
patterns...DNA...your cellular memory. 

Anger: All fired up! Filled with passion and burning desire. 
Inflammation within your connective tissue - arthritis within 
your skeleton. The child/youth is in hell. Fire = fear. 

Approval: External proof that you are good enough...in 
someone elses eyes! Satisfies the family chemistry in your 
cells. Proof of worth obtained from external authorities 
instead of from your true inner author who accepts you 
exactly as you are.

Arthritis: Arth + itis = Uth + itis = Youth + itis = Angry 
Youth = Child Anger = Desire. Your truth that was 
suppressed in childhood, becomes your burning desire or 
passion...that impacts upon your connective tissue.

Arthritis: Arth = joints or articulations. Until you release 
your suppressed desires, your joints or connections are 
angry, as are your articulations or communications. 

Ashes to Ashes: The cycles of mortality that are 
perpetuated by the fiery chemistry within your cells, as it 
undermines your self-belief and deteriorates your body. The 
organic carbon structure of your skeleton is burnt to a cinder 
through the cycling of fear (DNA).
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Atmosphere: Atmosphere = Atom Sphere = Adam 
Sphere = Adams Fear = Mans Fear. Man creates the 
atmosphere. Choose your vibrations mindfully.

Atmosphere: Mortal fear, stemming from desire, the 
childs anger. Mans atmosphere is created by desire, which is 
deposited in your cells by sperm, Cupids arrow.

Attraction: Utter action = Outer action. What you put out. 
Chemistry (lower vibes) or Light (higher vibes). 

Authority: Whoever is given the power to write the story 
that is at hand. The author. The creator.

Ability: Having sufficient power. Intimately connected to the 
word habit. Your habits define your power. Rehabilitate into 
higher vibes and regain more power.

Ash: Burned carbon. Your organic matter is burned to a 
cinder through combustion with oxygen. The residue of your 
original design. Youth gone up in smoke. 

Baptist: B apt -ist = B adapt -ist = Beta (belief) adapt -ist = 
one who adapts beliefs. (see John)

Battery: Apparatus that discharges electricity. You operate 
as a battery when you give your power of choice (elect) away 
to external sources. 

Battle of the Sexes: Co-ignition of male and female 
chemistry, the dual electrical firings, in the cell nucleus. The 
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dualistic concoction of the mortal child that feeds the 
masculine and feminine duel.

Beauty: Be + You–ty. When you are true to yourself, you 
stand freely in your truth, which expresses radiantly through 
your physical structure as beauty.

Belief: Belief = Be + Lief = Be + Love. The beliefs that you 
store in your cells indicate your degree of self-love. Greater 
self-belief reflects greater self-love.

Belief: Belief = Possibilities = Imagination. What you believe 
is what you see. Your imagination is magnetic.

Believe: B Leave = Beta Leave. The beta ray that leaves 
your cell nucleus is your DNA instruction that builds your 
physical body. It is the conditioned, traditional family patterns 
of dis-ease that create your bodys mortal behaviour.

Bible: The books, from Greek biblion = paper, or Egyptian 
= papyrus, meaning parchment. Your body tissue is the 
parchment upon which your family scriptures display the 
family beliefs. We each contribute our personal book of life to 
the collective universal Bible, which evolution is moving 
toward its most gracious Revelation. 

Birth: Bearth = Be Earth = Be Err -th = Be in the condition 
of error, lower vibes, fear. 

Blood: Family.
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Blood: Gelatin, holding the family memories, thickens 
blood...the family plot thickens! The family conspiracy is 
setting in. Blood is thicker than water = the family sticks 
together = they hide the same secrets, secretetions, 
chemistry, in their cellular closets.  

Blood: Blue D = Sad Delta = Sad Child = Sad intuition, 
imagination and regeneration. Your free spirit of youth and 
truth is shut down as you follow the family rules.

Body: The abode within which your spirit plays on its 
journey to freedom.

Body: Abode of your spirit. Bode, messenger of God...the 
God vibe, gamma, grace. You are an angel.

Bone: Dense, rigid, porous, calcified connective tissue. 

Bone: Not your innate skeletal design. Adult skeleton = 
adulterated skeleton. Deteriorated cartilage. 

Bone: B own = Beta you own. (see Believe above) Family 
dis-ease (beliefs) beds down in your skeleton which 
deteriorates into bone.

Bone: Bow N = Nitrogenous Bow = Rainbow of the 
Visible Light Spectrum = lower vibes that create dis-ease 
within your connective tissue, initially your skeleton.

Brilliance: Brilliance = Be Real–ness. When you reconnect 
with the one true vibration, you will radiate with the brilliance 
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of the diamond that is your real inner source of light. Be real. 
Find your unique voice. Splash it upon the canvas of life in 
sparkling creativity.

Calcium: Callous -ium. Hardening agent. 

Calcium Salts: Callous assaults. Calcium salts 
impregnate your soft connective tissue in an assault on its 
integrity. As you become set and inflexible in behaviour, 
attitues and actions, your cartilage becomes turns to rigid 
bone.   

Carbon: Car + B + N = Carry Nitrogenous Beliefs = Carry 
Protein, DNA. Pure matter carrying family dis-ease through 
evolution, purifying this family baggage, chemistry. 
Carbon carrying the mysteries of life, the mortal child. The 
great mother of all, the ovum, carrying DNA. The Fabric of 
Love = Diamond. 

Carbon: Your pure organic matter = pure mother of origin 
= pure ovum = diamond.

Cartilage: Cartel -age. Cartel = written agreement or 
challenge between two parties = DNA. Cartilage is the 
parchment upon which the DNA cartel is written and 
executed, turning it into bone. 

Cartilage: Embryonic skeletal tissue, which becomes 
impregnated by calcium salts (the callous assault of inflexible 
family beliefs) turning it to rigid bone. 
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Cathedral: Down + Seat. An easy chair/seat used by 
ladies = figuratively, the seat of ease used by the feminine. 
The skeleton, as a cathedral of bones, is the seat of the 
feminine...the mortal endocrine holding chemistry, and 
ultimately the immortal light body of youth.     

Cell: Your cells are the compartments you occupy in the 
prison of your body within your mortal existence so as to 
progressively rehabilitate and ultimately prove yourself 
innocent. Change your story. 

Cell: The dark closet within which your family skeletons, 
chemical secretions reside in your human existence. As you 
lighten your ancestral load, your cells become lighter...filled 
with more light.

Cell Nucleus: The immaculate heart or pure ovum, in its 
contracted state containing DNA. 

Cell Nucleus: The Heart of Creation. Where your beliefs 
reside. Lower beliefs (beta) create a mortal body. Higher 
belief (gamma) creates the radiant, immortal temple of God, 
not built by human hands. 

Cell Nucleus: The heart where you post love letters to 
others when you follow their way, therefore giving your 
power away and deteriorating your body. Its also where you 
post love letters to yourself when you follow your own heart...
true love...then its your sweetheart, wherein you find your 
sweet story of self love...your sweet store of nectar. (see 
nectar and connective tissue)
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Cell Nucleus: Cemetery filled with the bones of your 
ancestors, creating your body as a dormant plot of matter 
that is a living grave. 

Cellular Memory: DNA, your family script, in your cell 
nucleus. Mind of man. Memories of the past.

Chemistry: C EM ystery = C Mystery = Carbon secrets/
secretions/DNA = carbon carrying the family secrets, beliefs, 
thoughts, conditions, memories, ancestory rules, the family 
code of conduct., limitations

Child: Child = Kinder = Kind. Be as pure and kind as a little 
child and radiate the light of youth.

Child/Infant Brains: Youth, Creativity, Imagination, 
Intuition, Dreams, Light, True Spirit and Regeneration. 

Childbirth: Round after round of reincarnation.

Cinderella: Cinderella serving her ugly step family is 
analogous to the skeleton becoming a servant to DNA, the 
fearful family patterns.  

Closet: Enclosure, secret room, meaning shut. Your cells 
within which the family secrets/skeletons/chemistries reside. 
Not open (open = unpen). Your energy and light is restricted, 
limited, penned...dimmed...dark.

Cognition: Co-ignition of the sparks of passion between 
the male and female chemistry, creating the mortal child. 
Thought. Chemical reaction.
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Collagen: Major component of connective tissue, which is 
denatured by oxygen. 

Condition: Con + Addition = With an Addition = Not Pure 
= Less Power. Unconditional love has the greatest power 
because it is the most pure.

Connective Tissue: Web-like filaments of 
communication that carry your emotional story throughout 
your body. Also the communication system with the external 
environment. Carries light vibrations.

Connective Tissue: ‘TIS YOU that CONNECTS. 
The conduit through which the sweet nectar of your essense 
flows. The very fibres of your being, holding your true 
feelings, and communicating them through the electro-
magnetic field. 

Connector: CON + NECTAR = with NECTAR, which 
means OVERCOMING DEATH. Your connective tissue is 
overcoming death through evolution, as it drinks in the sweet 
nectar of the God vibe, grace, gamma. 

Control: Counter Role. When you are operating under 
control, you are under the influence of an external source 
that wishes you to fulfill a role that is counter to your true 
inner essence. DNA = double helix = dual role = counter role 
= the role your family wishes you to play. 

Corrosion:  C erosion = Carbon erosion. Oxygen erodes 
carbon to create carbon dioxide. Oxygen corrodes your 
skeleton...it eats away your cartilage to create bone.  
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Courage: f. cor meaning Heart. The essence of your 
heart.

Creative Feminine Right Brain: Feminine Brain = 
Ma’am Brain = Membrane. Every membrane in your body 
is the right brain through which your true spiritual essence 
expresses. If your true essence is permitted to freely 
express, then your membranes will be youthful due to the 
loving vibrations of creation that flow through them. But if not 
permitted to express freely, your membranes will deteriorate 
due to destructive vibrations that flow through them.

Creativity: The energy of creation (as opposed to 
distruction). The flow of higher vibrations within your 
connective tissue, opening your body’s communication 
system to the universal source of imagination...and youth. 
Gamma flow within your cells. 

Cupids Arrow: Sperm...the arrow of desire.

Delight: D Light = Delta Radiation. See next.

Delta Radiation: Brain wave patterns of children 
embodying intuition, imagination and regeneration. They are 
also the patterns of adult dreams. Clearly, when the childs 
true essence is suppressed, it recedes into the dark depths 
only to appear under the cover of night as dreams. Adult 
dreams are the childs true inner spirit – inspiration.

Delta Radiation: Low frequency brainwave patterns 
that penetrate deeply...they represent the beat of your 
drum...your unique and deep truth. 
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Designer Genes: As you evolve your beliefs and 
behaviour patterns, you create a new gene expression, 
which becomes apparent in your renewed physical body. 

Desire: Ds ire = Deltas anger/inflammation = child/youth 
anger/inflammation. That which still wishes to be expressed 
creatively from the depths of your being. Your imagination 
that was suppressed in childhood and now sits angrily in your 
cells.

Desire: Youth anger = Uth itis = Arth itis = Arthritis. Desire, 
embedded into your cells by Cupids Arrow - the sperm - 
creates inflammation in your skeleton that ultimately leads to 
arthritis. 

Devil: Diable = double. The devil is duality, which is made 
physically manifest through the DNA double helix (helix = 
role). The DNA double helix holds the dual roles of masculine 
and feminine that provide our AGENDA in the evolutionary 
battle of the sexes...GENDER. 

Diamond: Pure Carbon, which is your innate organic 
matter...your mother of origin.

Disgrace: Shame. The skeletons in your closet. Loss of 
grace = fall from grace = visible light spectrum = mans lower 
emotions that harbour dis-ease within your cells.  

Dis-ease: No ease = Noise = Sound = Lower Light Vibes 
of the Visible Light Spectrum. Carried, through ancestral 
DNA, as the baggage of the past in your cellular memory.
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Divine: Divine = Define. Divine means God like. When your 
vision is clearly defined, holding your dreams in their finest 
integrity, you manifest instantly from the highest vibe, 
gamma. Divine is to make finite or create instantly through 
love. 

Divine Feminine: The feminine principle containing the 
qualities of Unconditional Love. She is the symbolic 
representation of the pure Ovum and the Virgin Mary. 

Divine Feminine: Creative power supported by the 
universal field of the fully open imagination. This is your 
magnificence. As you define yourself by the God vibe, 
gamma, you become a divine creator.

DNA: The family contract. Family secrets. Chemical 
secretions in your cells. Family thoughts/beliefs. Family code 
of conduct. Family conditions to which you must comply in 
order to gain approval. External source of power. 
Characteristics that define your individual persona. Skeletons 
in the closet. Family baggage of the past. Dis-ease. 
The narcotic that creates mortality, the illusion of humanity.

DNA: Double helix or dual role of masculine and feminine 
that provides the evolutionary battle of the sexes, and which 
will be cleansed of its duality when we cross the finish line 
into unity.

DNA: Your patriarchal inheritance. 

DNA: The figurative Bible wherein the body scriptures are 
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placed. As religious beliefs alter, so too does your DNA.

DNA script: The written agreement or law that is 
engraved into your embryonic cartilaginous skeleton.

Dogma: That which you hold true. Beliefs. DNA.

Dream: Children express their dreams daily as they live 
in the world of make believe, which is the realm of intuition 
and imagination. Adults express their dreams at night when 
asleep because they have lost their connection to their 
childhood make believe kingdom. Adult dreams are their true 
lost essence that wishes to be expressed in the light of day, 
but instead takes the form of unfulfilled passions.

Dust: That into which living matter decays (decay = down 
fall). Your lower belief patterns feeds the beta decay that 
creates your physical body. When you hold a higher vision 
for yourself and have self-belief, you plug back into source 
and stop the decay. No more dust...to dust. 

Dysfunction: Bad Function. Function = ef + unction = out 
of oil = essence/scents = smell = memories. Bad Function = 
bad smell = bad memories. Dysfunction is carried through the 
generations in ancestral DNA as past memories, in the form 
of your body chemistry = smell. 

Earth: Err -th = the condition of error. The state of low 
vibes, fear, within your cells and physical body. The penal 
system within which you are doing time, aging. The 
embodiment of error. 
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Earth: Terra Firma = Terror Firmer = Scared Stiff = Fear.
  

Egg: Original individual cell. Feminine. Ovum, which is 
incapable of movement (moment/time). Cell incapable of 
TIME, or aging, until impregnated by the sperm.

Ego: I or Self. I = eye = apperture through which light travels 
to focus on an image. Your beliefs travel on your light rays to 
create your world, your creation...the defined you = I. 

Electrical Supply: Your bank of choices. That which 
you elect. Possibilities. The scope of your imagination.

Electro Magnetic Field: The blanket of emotion thats 
woven from the threads of family baggage. It carries the full 
spectrum of emotions. Your field of communication uniting all.

Electro Magnetic Field: The field of fear.

Embryo: Embryo = Ember + Rio = Fire Cycle = 
Phoenix. The embryo is the proverbial Phoenix that rises 
from the ashes of mortality over and over again in successive 
reincarnations on its quest toward immortality.

Embryo: Ash and dust cycle = life/death cycle of mortality.

Embryo: The proverbial Phoenix, renowned for burning 
itself to ashes from which it emerges in continual cycles of 
renewed youth...mortal life.

Embryo: Skeleton, the playground of evolution. 
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Embryo: In + swell = in tumour = in tomb. (see tomb)

Emotion: Emotion = E.M. Ocean = Electro Magnetic 
Ocean. That which you ELECT, is that which is 
MAGNETISED to you. Your emotions create your electro 
magnetic field.  

Emotion: The vibes through which you connect to others 
in the electromagnetic field (the field of emotion). The residue 
of family baggage that goes out into the field to explore its 
beliefs and behaviours in relation to others. 

Emotion: Low vibes indicating heavier emotions and 
greater dis-ease...the skeletons in your closet of fear. High 
vibes indicating lighter emotions and greater ease...love.

Enclosure: Meaning in the closet. Your cells are the 
closets of your body within which the family secrets lurk. 

Encourage: In + Heart. Providing loving support from 
your heart, which assists the flow of creation through belief. 
All loving vibes are creative, not destructive. Creation occurs 
within the heart. 

Encrypted: Still hiding in fear in the guise of ancestral 
DNA. The familys secret code that has yet to be exposed. 
Lower vibrations that need to be loved so as to make an 
appearance in the light of a new reality.

Endocrine: In House Sieve = in house secretions = 
houses your secrets/family secretions/chemistry/skeletons in 
your cellular closets.
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Energy: Energy = Inner G. Energy is your bodys measure 

of Gamma that resides within your cell nuclei. It is the Grace 
that powers your body.

Enlightenment: The eternally youthful state of your 
body when all your connective tissue radiates with your 
inner light, the God vibe, at the end of the evolutionary 
journey. Your fully open imagination. Your fully open heart. 
When you remember who you really are, you become this 
fabric of love. 

Environment: N viron -ment = N cycle -ment = the 
product/result of the N cycle.  

Essence: Essence = Substance = Understanding. Your 

essence is that which stands under you as the 
foundation of your belief system. Your true essence is your 
inner spirit or inspiration that guides and supports you 
lovingly and in kindness. 

Eternal: e- turn -al = ex-  turn -al = external. Pertaining to 
the outer turn/cycle. So eternal youth is when youth is 
evident in the external cycle, the nitrogen cycle, including 
your physical body. (see environment)

Eternal Youth: The state in which your physical body is 
youthful always (in all ways). Your spirits are high and your 
physical body has full integrity. You are pure & innocent.

Evolution: Evolution = Ef + Illusion = Out Of Illusion. 
Evolution is the progressive journey of expanding your mind 
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to greater possibilities and accessing your full imagination, 
which is leading you out of the illusion of limitation and 
mortality. It occurs within your cells. 

Evolution: The collective cleansing of past memory from 
within your cell nucleus, and ultimately your body.

Evolution: The rehabilitation of your beliefs and 
behaviours within the penal system of your mortal body. 
Evolution expresses through your skeleton.

Express: That which you express, is that which you out 
press. As you express your inner spirit, your inspiration out 
presses through your physical body.

Faith: Truth. When you are faithful to yourself, you 
express your true essence from your open and radiant heart. 
Your body becomes a faithful representation of your original, 
youthful design. Faith comes from within your heart. 

Fall From Grace: Occurs after the fertilization of the 
ovum/egg, within your connective tissue, which falls from the 
high gamma vibrations into the lower vibrations of the Visible 
Light Spectrum, thus creating deterioration and mortality. 

Family: A group of objects with similar characteristics. The 
group of people with whom you co-habit, who assist you in 
releasing your lower patterns of behavior by reflecting them 
back to you as a mirror of opportunity. 

Family: Stemming from the Greek for Patriarch, and 
Father. Your family name is your surname = SIR name, 
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deriving from your father. The DNA that passes on the family 
genes is patriarchal. 

Family Baggage: Ancestral DNA. Past/Old beliefs. 
Your cellular memory. Mortality. 

Fantasy: Imagination. The capacity to believe in unlimited 
possibilities. Opening your imagination beyond what has 
previously been considered normal. Make believe. Truth as 
yet undiscovered!

Fear: Fire. Your burning desires, your passions, are your 
deep-seated fears...that you are not good enough even 
though you wish to step into the light and out of the heat of 
anger.

Fear: The basis of all lower emotions.

Fear: Petri -fied = Patre -fied = Patriarchal = Masculine.

Feelings: Your most accurate guide to the emotions you 
are harbouring in your connective tissue. They are simply the 
vibes in your fibres that are constantly whispering to you.

Fertilize: Impregnate the castle walls of the ovum to create 
the mortal child, the mind of man, the fall from gamma into 
the Visible Light Spectrum.

Fibres: The physical evidence of your vibes. 

Field of Grace: Electromagnetic field of Gamma, which 
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resides in your cell nuclei. The Field of the God vibe (aka 
Heaven). Field of the fully open imagination, unlimited 
possibility and magnetic attraction.

Field of Grace: Field of Creation. Imagination. Universal 
communication system. Woven from one pure vibe, gamma, 
the God vibe. Connects everything in the universe. Purified 
field of emotions. The sweet fabric of love. The Heart of God.

Fire in your Belly: Passion. Anger from the 
suppression of your true creative essence during childhood. 
Emotion that drives you to express your truth. Desire. 
Unfulfilled Dreams.

Forgive: Give Forth. Release from your own body tissue. 
Cuddle your wounds so they feel the love and transform their 
fabric by holding more vibes of ease and less vibes of dis-
ease. The only way to forgive others, is by forgiving yourself 
of the offending memory.

Forgiveness: Evolution.

Fountain Of Youth: The font, fountain or wellspring 
within your body from which youth arises. It is the place from 
which you author your life when you are the master of your 
story. It is your Once Upon A Time.

Function: Ef + Unction = out of oil = essence/scents = 
smell = cellular memory = chemistry.

G: Gamma. God Vibe. Grace. Great Architect.
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Gamma: The God Vibe. The highest vibration in the 
electromagnetic spectrum, gamma has the most light and 
energy. Gamma is power. 

Gamma: Has no mass...no baggage...no worries. No 
charge...its free of electrical resistance...no karma. No 
weight...its light! No wait...provides instant manifestation.

Gamma: Resides in your cell nuclei...the heart of your cell. 
With each lower belief (beta) that leaves your cell, there is a 
loss of gamma, power...creating heat.  

Gamma: Grace. Expanded consciousness and emerging 
spirituality. Its presence indicates self-love.

Gaunt Spectre: Grim Reaper. Visible Light Spectrum. 
Spectrum of lower light vibes. Mans emotion-filled ego 
perception that binds him to the illusion of mortality. 

Gelatin: Stiff or frozen. Petrifies the blood = scares the 
family = mortifies your cells. (see Mortal)

Gelatin: Denatured collagen. Denatured connective tissue. 
Holds the family memories...the snapshots of the past... just 
like a photo album. Interestingly, its used in photography as a 
binding agent. 

Gelatin: The glue that holds the family together as it 
thickens your blood. (Blood is thicker than water) Gathers the 
hormones, family secrets. Encloses your skeletons. 
Houses mortality. A coagulant = to drive together = gathers 
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hormones (meaning drive or impulse).

Gelatin: Composed of proteins (per routines, habits) and 
peptides (life times) = lifetime habits = family patterns of belief 
and behaviour passed down through the generations. 
Gelatin holds the fearful family legacy. 

Genes, Designer: As you evolve your beliefs and 
behaviours, you create a new gene expression, which 
becomes apparent within your physical body. These are your 
very own designer genes. And they fit perfectly! 

Generation: G narration = G story. Generation is the 
measure of Gamma in your cells that defines your life 
story and which is otherwise known as energy.  Generation 
= Gene Oration = Gene Expression. As you change your life 
story, you change the energy in your cells and you evolve 
your gene expression. Evolution occurs in your cells from 
generation to generation. 

Genetic: G net -ic. G knot/twist. DNA is the twist 

containing your Gamma store, which is known as your 
genes, and stored in your cell nucleus.

Gentle: G enter -al. Gentility is the quality of the one pure 

Gamma vibration.

God: God = G + odd = unique = one. God is the one pure 
Gamma vibration that connects us all within the field of grace. 

G + one = G + une = Gune = Gyne = Feminine.
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God: Youth. Your true state when powered by source from 
within. Creativity. Imagination. Intuitioln. Self-Belief.

God Point: Circumpunct, located at the base of the spine.
Original individual cell... your power source through which the 
God vibe flows to power your lightbody. Reincarnation point. 
The divine source of creation. The beginning. “In the 
beginning there was the word, and the word was God, and 
the word was of God.”

God Point: 33rd degree in Freemasonry. References the 
33 unfused vertebrae of the embryo. Degree = down step. If 
you take 33 steps down from the top of the spine, you come 
to the God Point...the point of the Grand Master. When you 
plug back into the 33rd degree, you will have mastered your 
physical body...immortality. 

God Point: Freemasons place the Bible here. The Bible is 
analogous to your DNA, the spiritual instruction for your 
embryo.   

Grace: Freedom of Imagination, Youth and Creativity. 
Grace is the highest vibrational field in the electromagnetic 
spectrum. Its that which powers freedom of expression, your 
most pure state.

Grace: G Race. The spinal race (channel) reconnected to 
the power source at the base of the spine, and beaming the 
God vibe through this enlightened tunnel to radiate a loving 
perception through your eyes...your open third eye.
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Grace: Immunity. Free from dis-ease. Full of ease, the 
highest vibe, gamma...radiant youth. Full integrity of 
structure. Truth.

Grace: Feminine.

Gratitude: Gratitude = Great Etude = Great Opus = 
Magnus Opus. Gratitude is the Great Work of evolution. 
Gratitude is the key to the field of grace, the field of unlimited 
possibilities. Practice gratitude constantly and cross the 
evolutionary finish line into the field of grace.

Grim Reaper: Personification of Death = death per 
sound = death per lower light vibes of the visible light 
spectrum = your fearful mortal perception or persona. Your 
skeleton in its black cloak of ashes to ashes. The skeletons 
in your dark cellular closets...your limiting beliefs. The fall into 
depression that is not your truth.

Guilt: Dis-grace. Shame. The skeletons that you hide in 
your closet. The chemistry in your dark mortal cells. The Pot 
Of Gold (Gilt/Guilt Pot) at the end of the rainbow, will be 
empty of guilt! When you rise above the Visible Light 
Spectrum, your cells will be empty of the ancestral voices of 
the past, DNA, and will be filled with light. Your skeleton will 
be radiant with light, no more the emblem of death, but 
instead the emblem of eternal life. 

Happily Ever After: Happily Ever After = Happiness 
always = Happiness in all ways. When you bring happiness 
into all that you do, say and think, you will have found your 
HAPPILY EVER AFTER...within.
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Happily Ever After: The goal of evolution. The happy 
ending of the story of evolution. Immortality. Eternal Youth.

Heart: Pure ovum, or original cell, fully open to receiving 
the flow of the God vibe. Source of light and power. Doorway 
to the highest power. The spring of love. Universal mind open 
to the full imagination. Enlightened body. Radiant matter.

Heart: Centre or focal point. Focus = hearth = 
figuratively the home or family. Your mortal focus is your cell 
nucleus, which holds your burning desires, your passions, 
DNA, the family secrets. As you follow your heart, it will lead 
you out of your passion and into the light of truth. 

Heaven: The immortal state or condition of your body, 
thats filled with grace, gamma, the God vibe...the highest, 
finest vibe that has the most energy and light. When your 
body is in Heaven, it is powered by source...your fully open 
imagination...creativity in the highest order. Your spirit is wild 
and free, and your body is youthful. You are the fountain of 
youth. 

Hell: The mortal state or condition of your body, thats filled 
with the lower beliefs of beta brainwave patterns. You are 
filled with desire and passion...sadness and anger. Your 
body is in a sad and sorry state and you are operating as a 
depleting battery. Fear is your prevalent emotion.

Hell: Means to cover or conceal. Hell is the state in which 
your truth is concealed. 
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Hormone: Whore Moan = one who desires + charge. 
Your hormones charge you with desire/passion. They are all 
the built up secrets that have been stored throughout 
childhood, which become the secretions within your cells that 
drive your passions and burning desires. 

Hormone: Chemical concoction of your childhood 
sadness and anger...your inability to speak your truth. They 
charge your skeleton with angry vibes as you protect and 
defend your sad lowered spirit. 

Human: Humour N = Nitrogenous humours = your body 
of chemical secretions = nitrogenous mortal body created 
from DNA = the adult body.

Human: Hue man = Colour man = man residing in the 
rainbow colours of the Visible Light Spectrum, the arena of 
lower vibes and mortality.

Human Race: A relay race that finds its central arena 
along your spine as it ushers your visible light vibrations (your 
beliefs) toward their 3D optical finish line - your lowered 
mortal perception.

Human Race: Relay race, carrying the diminishing 
baton of DNA from generation to generation, whilst 
progressively raising cellular vibrations and ushering in a 
higher vision, happier perception and perfect sight. 

Humpty Dumpty: Impregnated ovum/egg, which is 
saturated or saddened and thus fallen from its high state of 
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gamma into the lower vibrations of the visible light spectrum. 
Deteriorated cell walls. Personification of mankind, which is 
why Humpty is always dressed in mens clothes. She’s sad 
because her innate youthful feminine design has been 
suppressed. She is forced to hide her true identity.  

Hyaline Canal: Spinal conduit that snakes from the tip of 
the spine to the crystalline lens in your eyes, serving to 
deliver crysal clear vision from your inner power source. 
Higher Line Channel = the channel to the higher God vibe = 
your direct line to God, the power source at the base of your 
spine. The ancienct highway thats being progressively 
repaired throughout evolution as we release the ancient 
voices of our ancestors. The channel being referred to when 
people say they are channelling. 

Illusion: Illusion = Ill Vision (with u and v interchange in 
language). As you raise your vibes, expand your mind and 
open your heart, you experience new possibilities and new 
perceptions. You hold a higher VISION for yourself as you 
cast off the ILLUSION of limitation and open your eyes to the 

wonder of your own magnificence. 

Imagination: Imagine It = Magnet. Imagination = 
Magnetism. It is the unlimited reservoir of possibilities from 
which creation occurs. It is the field of grace. 

Imagination: Magic = image -ic = pertaining to an image. 
The imagination is magic, for whatever you can imagine, is 
what will manifest...just like magic!
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Immaculate: Pure. Immaculate is innocent, meaning with 
no injury (inner jury), therefore expressing your pure essence 
without having to comply with external conditions. 
Unconditional. 

Immortality: Evolution out of the recurrent life/death 
cycles of mortality. Youth. Maintaining the highest vibrations 
of kindness and gentility, thus maintaining integrity of 
structure. No conditions. Unconditional love.

Immortality: The condition of the body when fear has 
been released from the cells and conccective tissue. The 
state of love and radiant light. 

Immune System: Inner Moon System. Mothering 
system. Evolutionary nurse. Protector and defender of your 
youth.

Impregnate: Means to Saturate or Sadden. Upon 
impregnation, the ovum/egg becomes sad, because she 
now holds  a wounded spirit, the mortal child, lower vibrations 
within her heart...the cell nucleus. 

Infant: Infant = Inner Font = Inner Fountain = Inner 
Fountain Of Youth.

Infant: Infant = Infinite. The INFANT is the fountain of youth, 
the source where INFINITE possibilities exist. INFANT cells 
are stem cells, the blank canvas of INFINITE possibilities.

Inner Power Source: The source of pure energy, 
your original individual cell or ovum, which is situated at the 
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base of your spine. 

Innocence: Literally mean no injury. Injury = Inner Jury. 
When you free yourself from the voices of the past, you 
liberate your wounded child spirit and purify your cells, thus 
reconnecting to your true radiant inspiration of youth. 

Inspiration: The voice of the Inner Spirit. Youth. Creativity. 
Imagination. It is your true essence, which always feels good.

Inspiration: The guiding light of your inner mothers 
gentle whispers. She is your true inner spirit. The nurturing 
voice from within.

Inspiration: Your magnetic power. Your power of 
self-belief.

Instruction: That which creates your Inner Structure.

Integrity: Truth. Your body holds the highest vibration, 
which supports your original pure design of youth.

Integrity: Innocence. Purity. Whole. True to your original 
design of eternal youth. 

Intuition: Intuition = Inner Tuition. Your inner tutor provides 
your inner tuition. Listen to its gentle whispers.

John: (french)Jean = Gene. 

John the Baptist: The Gene that adapts beliefs. Known 
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in science as Epigenetics. As you change (evolve) your 
belief patterns, you cleanse (wash) your cells of the sins of 
the past...ancestral DNA, your dis-eased cellular memory. 
Your genes are forgiving the past, the ancestral family 
voices, DNA, chemistry.

Journey: The word journey means daily travel, which is 
related to the word diurnal and journal. Clearly, your 
evolutionary journey takes place during your waking hours, 
when you make your choices and set your beliefs. Evolution 
occurs within your cells, therefore your body is the journal 
that holds the record of your daily journey of evolution.

Kindness: Kindness = Kinder -ness. Be kind like a little 
child and your body will be filled with pure vibrations of radiant 
light. Kindness fosters youth.

Kundalini: C Under = C Mystery = Chemistry = the drug 
that keeps you hypnotised under the spell of time. Truth in 
slumber.

Labour of Evolution: The ovum, Mother of all, passing 
ancestral DNA/the mortal child/dis-ease/aging/mortality from 
generation to generation in round after round of childbirth.

Left Brain: The word left means Sinister. The left brain 
plays the fear-filled role of villain in the dualistic theatrical 
drama of evolution. It is the figurative Maleficent, Evil Queen, 
Wicked Witch, Ugly Step Mother. Beauty in her deep sleep. 
Kundalini rising. Divine Feminine behind the mask. 

Light at the end of the Tunnel: Radiant light that 
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beams through your third eye when you plug back into your 
inner power source at the base of your spine (the end of the 
tunnel). 

LORD God: LORD/Lawed = lovered = lowered. Man 
operating in the lowered vibrations of the visible light 
spectrum is the LORD/lawed/lowered God. The mind, filled 
with laws, traditions, rules etc of the family code of coduct, 
DNA. The contracted heart, depleted imagination...cells full of 
fear.  

LORD God: YWHW = tetragrammaton = 4 letters. The 
symbolic equivalent of your DNA, which also has 4 letters 
(T,A,C,G). 

LORD God: Lawed God = Lored God. Man following the 
lower vibes of political law and religious story. 

Lucifer: Luc + fer = light + bearer = light bearer. Opposing 
force to God/love in the Bible. Lucifer is fear...the lower  light 
vibes and their corresponding dark emotions within the visible 
light spectrum. 

Lucifer: The skeleton, which is a radiant lighthouse when 
carrying the high God vibe, gamma, grace, but a pit of hell 
when carrying the low vibes of sadness and anger...desire 
and passion...heat. 

Luna: L’Una = The One. The one pure vibration, gamma, 
the God vibe. The source of power and radiant light.
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Magic: Image -ic. Whatever you can imagine, with belief in 
yourself, will magically appear. 

Magnet: Magnet = Imagine It. What you imagine is drawn 
to you through the power of belief. Belief is magnetic.

Magnetism: Imagine It -ism. What you imagine or choose 
to believe in, is what manifests for you...what you magnetise. 
Your inspiration or inner spirit. (see Time) 

Make Believe: To love your idea so much that it 
becomes your reality. The power to expand your mind, open 
your heart and resurrect your body. A big dream. MAKE what 
you BELIEVE about yourself always magnificent.

Maleficent: Angry mother. Wicked witch. Evil queen. ugly 
step mother. Closed heart. Mind of man.

Mankind: The MANkind, embodying masculine qualities of 
lower vibration. The collective vehicle through which evolution 
is taking place.  

Manuscript: Literally meaning written by hand or written 
manually. Your body is the manuscript upon which you write 
your life story. When you switch from the automatic operation 
of chemical reactivity to the manual operation of choice 
within each moment, you take back the power of authorship 
and scribe a beautiful new story upon your bodily manuscript. 

Martyr: Mater = Mother = Matter = the ovum that gives of 
itself in the repeated sacrifice of mortality through childbirth.
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Masculine: Mask -al -ine = Muscle -ine. The mask of 
illusion that is humanity/mortality. The figurative muscle 
(DNA) that exercises contol through man-made laws, that 
creates the illusory mask of 3D perception in the Visible Light 
Spectrum - the ill vision. 

Masculine: Wounded feminine.

Mask: Your emotional attire that creates your outward 
physical appearance, which changes as you grow and your 
character develops. (see Persona)

Master: Authority. Power. When you master your 
physical body, you will have taken back your power and 
become the author of your story. The master writes the 
greatest story ever told.

Master: Maestro. When you plug back into your power 
source, you become the maestro conducting your body and 
ensuring all parts operate in perfect harmony. 

Matrix: Matrix = Matre = Mother = Matter. Your matrix is 
your physical matter through which your essence expresses. 
This is your creativity expressing through the fibres of your 
being, the child expressing through the mother.

Matter: Matter = Matre = Mother. The most pure mother is 
symbolized by Mother Mary, the Mystical Rose. 

Matter: Matter = E.M. Attar = ElectroMagnetic Essence. 
The most pure essence is Rose. The most pure matter 
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carries the essence of Roses. Rosy matter = rosy mother = 
the Virgin Mary = pure ovum.

Meditation: Immediate–ation. Place your awareness in the 
immediate. This is your constant meditation.

Membrane: Mam brain = feminine right brain. Your vibes 
flow through each and every membrane of your body, 
displaying your measure of creativity (or destruction). 

Memory: Ma’am -ery. Madam = my lady, applying to the 
Virgin Mary...the pure mother of all...the symbolic ovum...the 
first cell, and hence all cells. The place for the feminine. Sad 
memories are your fearful destructive family baggage...the 
wounded feminine; and happy memories are the nurturing 
and creative vibes of the Divine Feminine. The memory is the 
ailing cellular heart of the wounded feminine, until its cleansed 
and becomes the open heart of unconditional love. 

Mind:  Contracted heart that only exists in human 
perception. The expanding mind is the opening heart. When 
the mind is fully expanded, it has transformed from the mind 
of man into the heart of God, filled with the highest vibration. 
The mind is simply the limited, contracted form of the heart.

Mind: Closed heart. Cell nucleus enclosing chemical 
secretions/family secrets/DNA. Limited mortal perception.

Moment: Moment = Mo’ment = Movement. Be in the 
moment = be fully present in each and every movement, be 
it thought, word or deed. So you can always choose how you 
feel.
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Moment: Movement = Motion. The motion you express, 
via thought, word and deed, translates into your emotion..... 
e motion = ex motion = outer motion. Moments...time...is 
defined by emotion. When you dissolve all emotions, time 
ceases.

Mortal: Mortal = mortar -al. Your mortal body slowly 
becomes more rigid with age (like mortar) as you hold rigidly 
to old beliefs and patterns of behavior. Your body becomes 
mortified under the subjection of ancestral rules as your lively 
joyous spirit is suppressed.

Mortal: Mortar -al = pertaining to mortar. Mortar consists 
of lime, sand and water and is used in the building industry 
as a connecting agent. Bone consists of calcium (lime), silica 
(sand) and water. Mortality occurs when your skeleton turns 
to mortar. It becomes petrified...rigid with fear, and all your 
connections are based in fear. 

Mortal: Pertaining to mortar = the stony receptacle used 
for grinding. Your cells have become stony mortars 
within which eternal youth fades as it takes on the daily grind 
of mortal life. 

Mortality: The condition of carrying lower vibes within your 
body, turning it rigid with fear, and creating disease within 
your body fibres. Can be overcome through changing your 
patterns of belief and behaviour. 

Mortal Child: A little bundle of dense vibrations called 
thought.
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Mortal Child: Fiery exchange of chemistry.

Mortal Code (DNA): Mortal encryption = encryption in 
mortal = in the crypt of bone. DNA places your skeleton in its 
sarcophogus (meaning flesh eating). The mortal code 
decays the flesh. 

Mortify: Humiliate. Shame. Subdue by self denial. Make 
dead. Your pure ovum (original pure cell) is mortified by her 
demise into aging. She holds this disgrace, shame in her 
mortal cells...as the skeletons in the closet. 

Mother: M + other = E.M. other = Electro Magnetic alter/
altar. The altar upon which our electromagnetic light 
vibrations are evolving = the ovum, the great mother of all, 
which becomes our cellular body of matter (matre, mother).  
 

Mother Mary: Immaculate Heart containing Grace. A 
symbolic representation of unconditional love, the pure Ovum 
and the Divine Feminine. 

Mystery: That which is currently beyond your imagination 
due to your inability to expand your beliefs. That which is still 
cowering in the dark closet of family secrets for fear of 
rocking the boat. Dreams unloved.

Nature: Innate -ure. That which is born in you...your 
original essence...your true and innocent spirit. Second 
Nature however is the automatic programming, or chemical 
reactivity, that is conditioned into you as your familiar patterns 
of belief and behaviour.
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Nectar: Means OVERCOMING DEATH. The sweet nectar 
of the Gods brought immortality to mortals in Greek 
mythology. As you drink the sweet nectar of the God vibe, 
gamma, within your cells, your physical body evolves into its 
pure, innocent design. (see connective tissue and connector)

Nervous System: Your nervous system is very 
nervous. It is your system of fear. Issues the controlling lower 
vibratory messages/news of DNA throughout the cells, 
creating chemistry, habits...your religious patters of 
behaviours.  

Neuro Endocrine System: Relay system carrying 
messages, your beliefs, via a chain of cells from your 
nervous system through your brain, to your endocrine 
system, creating your mortal, 3D perception. This relay 
transpires along your spine - your Human Race.

Nurture: Inert -ure = render inactive. Soothe chemical 
reactions, the wounds from the past within your cells. Cuddle 
your old wounds. Fill your cells with loving motherly whispers. 
Dissolve your baggage and render the past inert.

Obedience: Means listen to. Be obedient to the whispers 
of your inner spirit...your most faithful guidance system. 

Once Upon A Time: The beginning of each new life in 
the ovum/egg, which starts the fairytale story in the cells. This 
is when ‘time’ begins again for each new mortal child. 

Open: Open = Unpen. To release from an enclosed state. 
No longer in the closet. No more secrets.
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Opportunity: Opt Unity = Choosing Unity. Any 
opportunity is a chance you are provided with to move further 
into unity with higher vibrations creating greater freedom and 
joy.

Optics: OPT -ics. Your cellular beliefs, which you choose, 
that create your perception, vision and sight.

Orthodoxy: DNA. The voices from the past. Tradition. 
Old beliefs and behaviours. Limiting possibilities. Patriarchal 
cradle stories. 

Ossification: Oxy -fication = chemical combustion causing 
deterioration within the skeleton, thus creating bone. Also 
creates blood at the ossification centres. Rigid family rules 
are  establishing themselves within the rigid skeleton.

Ovum: Mother of all. Your Original Individual Cell. Resides 
at the base of the spine. Also called an Oocyte = You Site, 
being the site from which you author your story. Oocyte = 
You Sight, being your vision or perspective that defines your 
life story. 

Ovum: Princess Castle. Vessel of evolution for the 
progressive nurturing of the wounded spirit of youth. 
Feminine. Incapable of movement (moment/time). Cell that is 
innately incapable of TIME, or aging, until impregnated by the 
sperm.

Ovum: Altar of evolution upon which the mortal child is 
burnt as a sacrificial offering in successive cycles of life and 
death in an act of spiritual purification. 
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Oxygen: Os -gen = bone producer. Creates deterioration 
within connective tissue. Causes combustion in the cell 
nucleus through the co-ignition of the sparks of passion. 
Renders your communication system of light vibration 
ineffective. Corrodes your imagination.

Pain: Pay N. The price your physical nitrogenous body 
pays when you believe you are less than magnificent, 
innocent and pure...less than love. Your lower beliefs decay 
your body, transforming it from youth to aging. 

Passion: Suffer = Carry Under. DNA = the evolutionary 
baton of dis-ease thats passed from generation to 
generation. The burning desire that lay deep within you 
awaiting liberation = the fire in your belly (anger) = your 
suppressed unique voice = your creative spirit thats been 
depressed in childhood in deference to the family code of 
conduct. The sad essence of dis-ease that festers angrily in 
the cell nuclei of your body tissue causing deterioration. 
Unfulfilled dreams. Ill humours in your cells. Your gift to 
humanity awaiting your self-belief.

Passion: Suppressed Truth. Desire. Childs anger. The 
skeletons in the closet.

Patriarch: Harks back to the male rules of the Bible. From 
Greek for FAMILY, from Greek for FATHER. Ruling family, 
ruling father, ruling fear = the repetitive patterns of our familiar 
story, DNA. 

Patriarch: Left Brain, which rules through control.  
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Perception: Your individual point of veiw defined by 
the beliefs you hold in your cell nucleus as the story you tell 
yourself and others.

Perception: Per sceptre/sept/seven = your beliefs
travelling via your spinal channel of 7 chakras from your cells 
to your eyes, providing you with your vision of the world. 

Persona: Per Sonar = Per Sound. Sound is lower light 
vibration, which creates dis-ease within your physical 
structure.  Your individual persona is defined by the voices of 
the past that are endeavouring to keep you in the family line 
of acceptable ancestral patterns, which goes against your 
true inner spirit. 

Persona: The mask called adulthood, which is simply your 
true essence hiding angrily behind a fiery wall of protection. 
You put on a happy face to please others...your mortal mask.

Perspective: Per Spectre. That which is carried by light. 
You project your point of view, beliefs, upon the world. It joins 
all other perspectives within the Visible Light Spectrum as 
they weave the electromagnetic field. When you raise your 
beliefs to the knowing that you are God, your individual 
perspective dissolves to become one with the field of grace...
your God perspective of pure love. 

Phoenix: Symbolic representation of the reincarnation 
process thats bringing about human spiritual evolution and 
increased youth within your connective tissue. The embryo, 
which rises in continual cycles of renewed life, before burning 
to ashes through dis-ease, aging and death. 
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Physical: Matter = matre = mother. Your physical body 
defines your mother essence, your measure of love and 
nurturing that you carry within. 

Physical Body: The scientific record of your spiritual 
journey.

Plot: Design or composition of a story. Cemetery eg the 
family plot. Land upon which the family home sits. Secret plan 
or conspiracy. 

Possible: Pause –able. Unlimited possibilities ride upon 
the highest vibrations. Anything is possible if you but believe 
(be love). When you believe in something, you place it in the 
highest vibrations of love, wherein conditions are pure. As 
you place your loving attention upon your dream, you pause 
the vibration thus allowing your dream to now take the form 
of a particle in physical reality.

Power: Ability. Authority, when you take the reigns as the 
true author within. Electrical supply, being the choices you 
make which determine your possibilities and indicate the 
extent to which you have opened your imagination.

Power: Power = Pure. The more pure your vibration, the 
more power you have, the more your body lights up with 
radiance and youth. 

Power: Magnetism = Imagine It -ism. Your power of 
creation lay in your ability to imagine, and see your world and 
yourself in its true magnificence.
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Power Source: (Immortality) Unfertilized ovum, open to 
the universal flow of grace, the God vibe, the highest power 
and light source. (Mortality) Fertilised ovum, carrying DNA. 
Limited, inferior power source. 

Prayer: Prayer = Per Air = Vibration. Vibrations carry 
information. A prayer from the heart carries the highest 
vibration and delivers beautiful information.

Protein:Per Routine = Habits of the family. Ancestral DNA.

Punish: Inflict damage or loss...injury = inner jury. What 
you do to yourself when you bow to the voices of the past 
telling you that you are not good enough. The price you pay 
for not staying true to yourself. (see Pain)

Pure: Pure = Power. When your body holds the one pure 
vibration, you will have accessed the field of unlimited 
possibilities, giving you full power of manifestation.

Pure: No conditions. Unconditinal. No ancestral DNA in 
your cellular heart...pure heart...full power of creation.

Radiance: Ray D–ness. D ray = Delta ray. Delta rays 
are the prevalent patterns of a child’s brain. Delta rays 
foster intuition, imagination and regeneration. Thus when you 
open your imagination fully, you enter the child’s world of 
make believe wherein regeneration is the norm, and is 
accompanied by radiant joy and youth.

Reincarnation: The Nitrogen Cycle.
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Reincarnation: Re N carn = another Nitrogenous body 
= another body of information. As you evolve your beliefs and 
behaviours and create new designer genes, you also create a 
new physical nitrogenous body, which is a new body of 
information. Evolving from fear to love.

Reincarnation: Round after round of childbirth.

Religion: Literally meaning to bind fast. Bond between 
humans and gods. Attachment to something outside oneself. 

Reproduction: Childbirth...reincarnation. Not the original. 

Resurrection: Progressive process of increased youth 
that is transpiring from generation to generation, which will 
ultimately see the end of the recurrent cycles of mortality. 

Revelation: From the French reve meaning dream. 
The great revelation at the end of evolution will see all your 
dreams come true. 

Right Brain: Creative Feminine. The medium through 
which the Infant and Child brains express. The medium 
through which Youth expresses. Medium = Matter = Matre = 
Mother.

Rigor Mortis: Stiff + Death. Stiffness due to muscle 
contractions after death. Occurs throughout your life as your 
true essence dies within, and you hold your lower fearful 
emotions within your muscles resulting in increased 
inflexibility, both literally and figuratively. The contraction is the 
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masculine and feminine counter action implemented by DNA 
after the sperm impregnates the ovum.

Rigor Mortis: Stiff + Death. Gelatin  (meaning stiff) + 
Death. (see Gelatin and Skeleton) 

Romance: Aroma -ness = smell (memory) = chemistry = 
ancestral DNA = the sparks of male and female passion in 
the cell nucleus. The dualistic condition that embodies the 
battle of the sexes. 

Sacrifice: Burnt offering. The sperm places DNA into the 
evolutionary altar, the ovum, in a sacrificial offering leading to 
ascension into immortality.

Satan: Sate N = Sad Nitrogen. Your sad nitrogenous 
mortal body, fallen into the lower vibes of sound, friction, heat 
through the cellular instructions of DNA. Evolution is raising 
Satan (Lucifer) out of Hell and back into Heaven (Light). 

Secret: Means to separate or sift. Your cells hold your 
individual persona, that separates you from everyone else. 
Your cells are your vessels of secrets...your secrete -ary... 
holding your secretions. Your cells are also your bodys 
secretary, your confidante, conducting your personal 
correspondence throughout your body. 

Skeleton: The bare bones or fundamental design around 
which your life story is fleshed out to become your physical 
body. The fundamental plot of your book of life, the figurative 
Bible revealing the evolutionary story of man through DNA.
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Skeleton: Ex Gelatin. Collagen is denatured by oxygen to 
create gelatin. Holds the family memories...the voices from 
the past. Your skeleton is hiding in your gelatin in the form of 
hormones. (see Gelatin)

Skeleton: Your radiant lighthouse thats leading you home. 
Its the symbolic Lucifer = light bearer thats transforming back 
into grace.

Skeleton: Endocrine organ, housing your family secrets. 

Skeleton: Sacrificed upon the altar of evolution through 
the inflammatory condition of arthritis...burnt to ashes and 
rises in continual cycles of mortality. Playground of evolution. 
The emblem of death...the emblem of eternal life.

Skeletons: Family secrets, secretions, chemistry...
hormones that dictate your  human persona. Your hidden 
truth, passion, desires awaiting release from their 
evolutionary bondage. Your deep inner voice thats guiding 
you back into the light.

Sleeping Beauty: Carbon carrying DNA, her purity 
hidden behind the mysteries of mortality/humanity. 
Kundalini before fully rising. Divine Feminine behind the 
masculine mask. Ovum in her fertilised state.  

Source: Place of rising, beginning, origin or genesis. A 
fountain, font, spring or well.

Source: The ovum at the base of the spine. 
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Sperm: Cupids Arrow. The dart of Desire that pierces the 
pure heart of the innocent maiden, the ovum, which leads it 
into the battle of the sexes and time/aging/mortality. It spurs 
the ovum into sexual activity by lowering the spirits of the 
Divine Feminine.

Spirit: Your spirit is your essence. It is that which is 
essential to you being you. Your inner spirit is your 
inspiration, your true essence that guides you constantly 
from within. 

Story: Story = Store. That which you store in your cells is 
your story. As you change your beliefs, your story changes 
along with your behaviours and your biology. Are you writing 
a beautiful story for yourself?

Subtext: That which has not yet been exposed to the light. 
Unexplored truth.

Sweetheart: Your cell nucleus and its nectar, or 
essence. Your cell nucleus is the heart wherein you post love 
letters to others when you defer to their ways. Its also where 
you post love letters to yourself when you follow your own 
heart...true love. You transform your emotional baggage into 
a sweet story of self-love.

Third Eye: The third ventricle - a midline passage within 
the brain, through which the God vibe beams its radiant light.

Thought: The chemical instruction burned into the 
memory that is the cell nucleus, the mind of man.
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Time: When the sperm impregnates the egg, TIME 
BEGINS for that mortal soul, as the ovum, Humpty Dumpty, 
falls into mortality.  

Time: Moments = movements = motions. Your expressed 
motions, thought, word and deed, are your emotions. Time is 
emotion. And time will cease when your emotions cease. 

Time: Tie M = Tie E.M. = Tie Electro Magnetism. What 
you Elect or put out, is what is Magnetised to you. When you 
Elect a higher vision or belief for youreself, you are riding the 
high vibes of increased possibility...so you manifest more 
quickly. Lower vision or beliefs use lower, more dense vibes 
and therefore manifest more slowly. Time operates only 
within the Electro Magnetic field. No time is pure Magnetism, 
which brings instant manifestation. 

Tissue: Tissue = ‘tis you. Your body tissue tells the 
story of you. It exemplifies the beliefs you hold in your cells, 
the possibilities you express in your mind, the imagination 
you cast on the world through your creative endeavours.

Tomb: Tumour. Swelling. (see embryo)

Tradition: By tradition = betray = beta ray = battery = 
lower belief system thats dictated by DNA, the ancestral 
voices of the past. When you stand by tradition, that is by the 
family code of conduct, you betray your true spirit, and lose 
power and self-belief. 

Traditions: From the Latin for trade. Traditions are those 
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patterns of belief and behavior that you have traded for your 
true inner spirit in order to obtain external approval from 
family.

Truth: Integrity = inner + touch = inner kiss or vibration. 
Your individual truth determines your body structure by virtue 
of the vibrations that accompany your beliefs. The universal 
truth is reached when you encounter true love’s first kiss, 
which is the finest vibration of unconditional love that creates 
your body’s original design of youth. 

Truth: Faith. When you hold faithfully to your true essence 
and follow your heart, your body will reflect your youthful 
integrity. Faith comes from within.

Tumour: Tomb. Swell. Embryo. (see embryo)

Unconditional: No conditions. No approval or control. 
No ancestral DNA, family secrets, chemical secretions in our 
cells. No past memory in our cell nuclei. The free, pure, 
innocent, youthful spirit of creativity flows through our bodies. 

Unique: Une -ique = of One. Connected to the universal 
source of oneness, the field of grace, the field of unlimited 
possibility, the field of imagination. Allowing this creative 
energy to flow freely through your body and power your 
thoughts, words and actions. Unique does not separate you. 
It unites you with the universal magnetic force.

Universe: The one cycle. The One = L’Una = Luna = 
Moon. The one cycle = luna cycle = the cycle that measures 
time. 
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Vibration: Vibration = Fibre–ation. Vibration is that which 
becomes fibre when focused attention is placed upon it. All 
physical particles begin as vibration. 

Vibration: Has no religious inclination.

Visionary: Someone who steps into their stretchy 
imagination as an evolutionary pioneer, overcoming fear and 
doubt, thus raising their cellular vibes, perception and powers 
of manifestation.

Wonder: Wonder = One D = Delta radiation. Delta rays 
epitomize the wonder of a little child. Delta is the brainwave 
pattern of children. Children are wondrous.

Worship: Worship = Worth Ship. Your body is your 
temple, your place of worship. The more you WORSHIP your 
body, the more WORTH you instill in it.

Worth: Value = valour = courage = core -age = from the 
heart. The more you follow your heart, the more value you 
have for yourself. Self-worth has the most value, for it is the 
most heartfelt.

Wound: Injury = Inner Jury = the voices from the past 
that you carry in your cells tellng you that you are not good 
enough just as you are. 

Youth: You–th. When freely expressed, the true you 
radiates joyously from within your physical structure as the 
fullness of integrity that ensures youth. Be true to you and 
your radiance will shine through every fibre of your being as 
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joy brings integrity to your body tissues. 

Youth: Grace. Immunity from conditions. Freedom of 
expression and creativity. Freedom of emotions bringing 
freedom from emotions. Free outer motions bringing freedom 
of movement, and ultimately freedom from time. You are a free 
spirit. 

Youth: The condition of the body when powered by the God 
vibe, gamma, grace...when plugged back into source (as 
opposed to operating as a depleting battery when under 
external power)
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